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graphical assistance consists in meagre lists of authorities at the conclu-
sion of each chapter. These are unsatisfactory, often referring the reader
to obvious books of reference or encyclopaedia articles. There is scarcely
an allusion to recent works on the period. Possibly the author has over-
looked them, for he tells us in the preface,' Of recent years comparatively
little interest has been displayed in the Middle Ages '. As a matter of fact
the quantity of important work done upon medieval history, even during
the years of the war, is by no means inconsiderable. A table of contents
would have been a useful addition to the book. A. L. P.

Le Carte degli Archivi Reggiani fino al 1050, edited by Professor Pietro
Torelli (Reggio-Emilia : Pubblicazione a cura della Re. Deputazione di
Storia Patria, Sottosezione di Reggio-Emilia, 1921), is a collection of
185 documents, beginning (if we exclude the forged privilege of Gregory the
Great which opens the volume) with the year 767. The early part of the book
is disappointing, for of the first seventy documents only five represent new
material. These are private documents ranging from 926 to 976. Most
of the others have been printed in full by Muratori, Ughelli, Tiraboschi,
Schiaparelli, and others; and of the rest six have been published in part,
and six calendared. On the other hand, in the 115 documents from 981
to 1050 the proportion is entirely reversed : for of these only twelve have
been published in full and twenty-nine in part; so that seventy-four of
the number make their appearance for the first time. The main strength
of the collection lies in the private documents, which throw a welcome
light on local history in an obscure period. One feature about the book
deserves mention : it is produced at the expense of the Banca Agricola
Commerciale di Reggio-Emilia, to commemorate the tenth anniversary
of its foundation. This is an example which might well be followed in
England. D.

The Collected Historical Works of Sir Francis Palgrave, K.H., edited by
his son, the late Sir R. H. Inglis Palgrave, are completed by the publication
of vols. viii-x (Cambridge : University Press, 1922). The inclusion in the
series of vol. viii,' Truths and Fictions of the Middle Ages', which contains
two historical tales, one of them not previously printed, may seem hard to
reconcile with the title given to the collection ; but Mr. A. Hamilton
Thompson, in an excellent introduction, has so gracefully dealt with a
number of statements which need to be ' somewhat modified ' in the light
of more recent study that the volume recovers an historical character.
In vols. ix and x we are presented with the ' Reviews, Essays, and other
Writings ' which came from Palgrave's pen between 1814 and 1843. They
include the valuable introductions to the Rottdi Curiae Regiae (1835) and
to the Ancient Kalendars and Inventories of the Treasury of His Majesty's
Exchequer (1836). Mr. H. E. Maiden, who has edited these volumes with
notes and introductions, remarks about three of the articles here reprinted
that they ' are in effect preliminary studies upon the subjects of Palgrave's
well-known volumes on the History of England in the Anglo-Saxon Period,
the History of Normandy and England, and the English Commontoealth '.
This observation was well worth making: it warns the reader that the
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three articles were printed in 1826, 1844, and 1845 (though the last was
in fact never published), while the most considerable of the three books
bears date between 1851 and 1864. The articles are important pioneer
work, and have often been referred to as representing stages in historical
criticism. It was in 1826, for instance, that Palgrave opened a new line
of inquiry when he declared t ha t ' Matthew of Westminster is a phantom
who never existed' (ix. 377), and demolished a then unquestioned authority
when he condemned Ingulf of Croyland as ' a mere monkish invention '
(ix. 424). But it was very many years before either of these facts sank into
the minds of historical teachers or writers. Palgrave's discussion of Ingulf
is still worth reading (ix. 418-26); and his whole article, though not
free from capricious ventures, is altogether a memorable performance.
Among other papers we may draw special attention to that on ' The
Progress of Historical Enquiry in France' (x. 1-40). R. L. P.

Under the title of Monastic Life in the Middle Ages (London: Bell,
1922), Cardinal Gasquet has published in book-form a number of articles
written by him during the past forty years. Some of these have appeared
in books or journals which have already come under notice in this Review.
The remainder are well-written and interesting, though rather slight,
sketches of some phases of medieval life. As contributions to historical
knowledge they have less value. The cardinal is the resolute champion
of the pre-Ref ormation church in England, and the thesis he is principally
concerned to defend can best be described in his own words (p. 231) :
' history shows that they [the English monks] never introduced, or indeed
needed, any startling reforming principles. As a whole, they secured and
retained to the last the respect of the Catholic people of England.' So
he writes less as an historian than as an advocate, and selects and inter-
prets his facts accordingly. Thus in his defence of Abbot Wallingford
he dismisses as unfounded reports the charges of Archbishop Morton,
though the latter speaks of the ' frequent relations of people worthy of
credit' (p. 21); on the other hand, he accepts implicitly the testimony of
the community in favour of Wallingford, though the community were as
much implicated in the charges as the abbot, and were therefore hardly
impartial witnesses. Also, the testimony of the obituary to 'the truly
just victory' of the abbot at Rome (p. 25) is in conflict with his own argu-
ment (p. 27) that victory really rested with Archbishop Morton; his
attempt to reconcile the two is unconvincing. We think it unfortunate,
too, that he has left the chapter on ' Adrian IV and Ireland' unrevised,
in view of the criticisms of it, especially by Dr. Round in The Commune
of London. The last and longest chapter—and perhaps the most im-
portant—gives an account, from correspondence discovered in the
Vatican Archives, of the very interesting relations- of Great Britain with
the Holy See from 1792 to 1806. It helps to remind UB of the real service
that the cardinal has rendered to the advance of historical knowledge.
This lies less in his writings, useful as they have often been in breaking
fresh ground, than in the encouragement and assistance he has so readily
given to students in the great library which is under his charge.
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